
True Faith Waits for Wisdom

Waiting for Father to bring about his plans, no matter how big, small or tiny, takes effort. We want to get
everything we want and we want it NOW. That’s a ‘hang-up’ from our modern, ‘instant’ society.

I’ve had to learn to wait, like a waiter patiently waiting on patrons to ask for service in a restaurant. It’s
been hard for me to do it because I’m always ‘on the go’. The process of learning to relax in my rest, as I
trust Father to oversee my daily life, has been monumental in helping me to wait for him. Asking him
every morning to order my day, so it all falls into place the way he wants it to, has also helped me to wait.

Waiting is being wise. Waiting also allows heavenly wisdom to be deposited in our spirit and our mind –
something we very much need every day. Few wait for that wisdom, according to Father:

“True faith is never in a hurry. It knows how to wait. It trusts wholly in me and in my wisdom. Many
trust in my power, but few wait to trust in my wisdom. I have a time and a plan that is beyond you, a
reason for every delay.  Trust  in my power and in my wisdom, and you will  never  stumble or  be
disappointed. Wait patiently, fully convinced that I am in control, and your character will be refined.
My answers never come too late, so don’t worry about missing your God-ordained opportunities. How
can you ever fail when I am with you?” 1

Being in charge of our lives because of our autonomy, tends to make us headstrong and self-centred.
However, the wise allow Father to be their overseer so they enter his destiny for them. How many people
have failed to successfully reach the destiny Father had for them when he released them from Heaven to
inhabit their physical bodies? Wise people allow Father to orchestrate their circumstances and work with
him in partnership, rather then following their DIY interests.

True faith waits for wisdom.
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